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Objectives
As you teach this section, keep students 
focused on the following objectives to help 
them answer the Section Focus Question and 
master core content.

• Examine the rise of the suburbs and the 
growth of the Sunbelt.

• Describe changes in the U.S. economy and 
education in the postwar period.

Prepare to Read
 

Background Knowledge
Students have just analyzed the eco-
nomic changes of the postwar years. 
Ask students to predict the way those 
changes affected the everyday lives of 
Americans.

Set a Purpose
� WITNESS HISTORY Read the selec-

tion aloud, or play the audio.

 

Witness History Audio CD, 
Homes for Veterans

Ask How did Levitt make it pos-
sible for many people to become 
homeowners? (He constructed 
homes in a way that allowed him 
to sell them fairly cheaply.)

� Focus Point out the Section Focus 
Question, and write it on the board. 
Tell students to refer to this ques-
tion as they read. (Answer appears 
with Section 2 Assessment answers.)

� Preview Have students preview 
the Section Objectives and the list of 
Terms and People.

� Reading Skill Have students use 
the Reading Strategy: Identify Main 
Ideas and Supporting Details work-
sheet. Teaching Resources, p. 12

�  
 

Using the Paragraph 
Shrinking strategy (TE, p. T20), 
have students read this section. As 
they read, have students record the 
section’s main ideas. Reading and 
Note Taking Study Guide

L3

L3

Use the information below and the following resource to teach students the high-use words 
from this section. Teaching Resources, Vocabulary Builder, p. 11

High-Use Word Definition and Sample Sentence
 

undertake v. to take upon oneself; agree to do
The nation prepared to undertake the building of a new highway system.

frustrate v. to annoy; disappoint
Skyrocketing prices after World War II frustrated many Americans.

22SECTION
WITNESS HISTORYWITNESS HISTORY AUDIO

� Moving vans line the street of a new suburban neighborhood.

Homes for Veterans
In 1949, developer William Levitt purchased thou-
sands of acres of farmland in Hempstead, on Long 
Island, New York. Drawing on modern production 
techniques, he constructed thousands of homes that 
he sold for just under $8,000 each. Advertisements 
for Levittown captured the mood of the country as it 
stood poised to begin an era of unprecedented 
prosperity.

“This is Levittown! All yours for $58 [a month]. 
You’re a lucky fellow, Mr. Veteran. Uncle Sam and the 
world’s largest builder have made [it] possible for 
you to live in a charming house in a delightful 
community without having to pay for them with 
your eyeteeth.”

—Advertisement for Levittown homes,
The New York Times, March 1949

 

Reading Skill: Identify Main Ideas  
Complete a chart like the one below to capture the 
main ideas.

Objectives
• Examine the rise of the suburbs and the 

growth of the Sunbelt.

• Describe changes in the U.S. economy and 
education in the postwar period.

Terms and People
Interstate Highway Act
Sunbelt
service sector
information industry
franchise business

multinational 
corporation

AFL-CIO
California Master Plan

A Society on the Move
Why It Matters Since the first colonists arrived in Jamestown,
Virginia, Americans have been on the move. In the years following
World War II, mobility became especially important. People moved to
the suburbs and to the Sunbelt. They also moved into white-collar
jobs. At the same time, the American economy was changing. The
impact of these changes still affects us today. Section Focus Question:
What social and economic factors changed American life during the 1950s?

Americans Move to the Suburbs
Between 1940 and 1960, more than 40 million Americans moved

to the suburbs, one of the largest mass migrations in history. Rural
regions suffered the most dramatic decline in population, but people
also came by the thousands from older industrial cities, seeking, as
one father put it, a place where “a kid could grow up with grass stains
on his pants.” During the same time period, many older industrial
cities lost population.

Suburbs Attract Young Americans People flocked to the sub-
urbs in part because the nation suffered from a severe shortage of
urban housing. During the depression and World War II, new hous-
ing construction had come to a near standstill. At war’s end, as
Americans married and formed families, they went in search of a
place they could call their own.

Postwar Changes

•

Education

• Service
   economy

Economy

• Growth of
   suburbs

Society
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Chapter 17 Section 2 553

Teach
 

Americans Move to the 
Suburbs

Instruct
� Introduce Remind students that, 

during the housing boom of the 
1950s, developers such as William 
Levitt learned to build houses 
quickly and cheaply to satisfy 
demand. Have students look at the 
photograph on the previous page. 
Ask them to discuss what this image 
conveys about the growth of new 
suburbs.

� Teach Using the Idea Wave strat-
egy (TE, p. T22), have students ana-
lyze the impact the U.S. government 
had on suburbs. Ask How did the 
federal government aid the 
growth of new suburbs? (It built 
highways to link cities with the new 
suburbs. It also made funds avail-
able to buy homes through the GI 
Bill and the FHA.) How did cars 
affect the growth of suburbs? 
(They allowed people to travel to the 
new suburbs and commute back into 
cities for work.) How do you think 
the growth of shopping centers 
in the suburbs affected cities? (It 
helped hasten the decline of cities 
because suburban dwellers could get 
goods and services without patroniz-
ing city businesses.)

� Analyzing the Visuals Draw stu-
dents’ attention to the bar graph on 
this page. Ask students to explain 
how the percentage of families 
owning a car changed and why. (It 
increased; people had more money and 
cars became more attractive and conve-
nient, especially to suburban dwellers.) 
Have students analyze the History 
Interactive on the next two pages 
and answer the Thinking Critically 
questions that accompany it.

Answer

Caption Sample response: It would 
have caused more traffic congestion and air 
pollution.

Levittown Levittown was built to fill a need—the 
need of returning World War II veterans for decent, 
affordable housing. Levitt and Sons, the company 
started by William Levitt’s father, perfected tech-
niques for mass-producing housing when it got a 
Navy contract to quickly build homes for shipyard 
workers at the start of World War II. The assembly-
line houses were built on slabs, using precut lumber.

The first Levittown was built on former potato fields 
in Long Island, New York. Levitt and Sons initially 
planned 2,000 rental houses. The company 

announced this plan, and within two days, the eager 
public had rented half of the homes.

In 1949, Levitt and Sons turned to building larger 
homes that families could buy for about $8,000. The 
terms were generous—only about $100 down and a 
monthly payments of just $58.00.

By 1951, Levitt and Sons had built more than 
17,000 homes on Long Island. Other Levittowns also 
were built during the postwar years—one in Pennsyl-
vania and the other in New Jersey.

L3
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Fortunately, at this time of peak demand, developers figured out how to build
affordable housing in a hurry. William Levitt became a leader in mass produc-
ing suburban homes. Entire rows of houses in Levittown were built using the
same plan. This method enabled workers to build houses in weeks rather than
in months. On the installment plan, buyers could pay $58 a month toward the
cost of a home. Demand for the homes was so great that Levitt built two other
Levittowns—one outside Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the other in New
Jersey. These houses were ideal for young couples starting out because they
were affordable and comfortable. Other developers adopted Levitt’s techniques,
and suburbs were soon springing up across the country.

Suburban development depended on help from the government. State and
federal governments constructed thousands of miles of highways that linked
the suburbs to cities. New home buyers benefited from the GI bill and the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA), which provided low-interest loans.
FHA-backed loans allowed home buyers to pay as little as 5 to 10 percent of the
purchase price and to pay off their mortgages over 30 years.

Residents of new suburbs faced the challenge of establishing new towns with
churches and schools and police and fire departments. Through these institu-
tions, the suburbanites forged a sense of community. During the 1950s, the sub-
urbs became increasingly self-contained. While suburban residents of earlier
generations had depended on the city for entertainment and shopping, the post-
war suburban dweller could find a vast array of goods and services in nearby
shopping centers.

The “Car Culture” Takes Over During the 1920s, automobile ownership
had soared in the United States. With the explosion of suburban growth in the
1950s, Americans grew even more dependent upon their cars. The number of
registered automobiles jumped from 26 million in 1945 to 60 million in 1960.

The Car Culture
The automobile industry thrived and, 
as a result, led to new businesses. As 
shown here, Americans were happy to 
spend leisure time in their cars and 
watch a movie at the local drive-in 
theater. The number of families that 
owned cars increased drastically 
between 1950 and 1960. Do you 
think increased car ownership may 
have had negative effects?
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Independent Practice
Display Color Transparency: Levit-
town. Tell students to take the role of a 
developer trying to sell new suburban 
houses to city dwellers. Have students 
create a print ad that would run in a 
daily newspaper. Color Transparencies  
A-113

Monitor Progress
As students fill in their charts, circu-
late to make sure that they understand 
the main ideas of the section. For a 
completed version of the table, see 
Note Taking Transparencies, B-124a.

Answer

 

Many new businesses opened in the 
suburbs—shopping malls, fast-food 
restaurants, drive-in movie the-
aters—that people could reach easily 
only by car.

L1
 

Special Needs Students L2
 

English Language Learners L2
 

Less Proficient Readers

Students see newspaper headlines every day. Ask Do 
newspaper headlines ever express a point of 
view, or do they just tell what happened? (They 
sometimes express a point of view.) How do you 
know whether a headline is expressing a point 
of view? (You can tell by the kind of language it 
uses and what it says.) Then, write these two “head-
lines” on the board. “New Shopping Mall Opens 
on Oak Street,” and “New Mall Kills Hometown 

Businesses.” Ask Which headline expresses the 
writer’s point of view? Why? (The second one; it 
says that the mall “kills” businesses.) How does the 
writer of the second headline feel about the 
new shopping mall? (The writer probably does not 
support the new mall.) Now, have each student write 
a headline for the Interstate Highway Act on the 
board. Have the class determine whether each head-
line states facts or expresses a certain bias.

As more families moved into the suburbs, a new way of 
life emerged. Suburban communities blossomed as all the 
services and conveniences of city life, including hospitals, 
entertainment, and shopping centers, became available. 
Schools were usually nearby, and children, as shown here, 
could easily walk to one.

Suburban dwellers greatly depended on the 
automobile. Shopping malls were built with large 

parking lots to accommodate shoppers’ cars. 
In time, most suburban families owned two cars.

INFOGRAPHIC

These new automobiles tended to have big engines and enormous horsepower.
They came with the newest technology, such as power steering and brakes and
automatic transmission. Harley Earl of the Ford Motor Company captured the
mood of the 1950s by designing cars with lots of chrome that reminded people of
jet planes.

While some suburbanites rode the train or other forms of mass transporta-
tion, Americans increasingly depended upon their cars to commute to work.
Suburbanites also needed their cars to shop at suburban shopping malls. Entre-
preneurs opened fast-food restaurants and drive-in movie theaters, both of
which catered to the car culture. While these businesses flourished, many older
businesses, often located in older city neighborhoods, struggled to survive.

 

How did Americans living in the suburbs benefit from the “car 
culture”?

Eisenhower Interstate Highway System
The scale of suburban growth would not have been remotely possible without

a massive federal program of highway building. Committed to the idea of easing
automobile travel, President Eisenhower authorized the first funding of the
interstate system in 1953. Further legislation passed by Congress in 1956
resulted in the Interstate Highway Act, which authorized funds to build
41,000 miles of highway consisting of multilane expressways that would con-
nect the nation’s major cities. This represented the biggest expenditure on pub-
lic works in history, bigger by far than any project undertaken during the New
Deal. In 1990, further recognition of President Eisenhower’s role in establishing
the massive highway system led to a renaming of the highways. It became the
Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways.

Vocabulary Builder
undertake–(uhn der TAYK) v. to 
take upon oneself; agree to do
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Eisenhower Interstate 
Highway System

Instruct
� Introduce Display Color Trans-

parency: The Interstate Highway 
System. Then, have students ana-
lyze the photograph. Ask students to 
discuss the image of America that 
the photograph conveys. Color 
Transparencies A-114

� Teach Ask What was the Inter-
state Highway Act? (It was legisla-
tion that authorized the spending of 
billions of dollars to build a system 
of thousands of miles of interstate 
highways in the United States.) 
How did the new highways 
affect the economy? (They allowed 
people and goods to travel more eas-
ily between cities and suburbs, and 
they aided the growth of the travel 
and tourism industries.) Would 
political leaders from cities or 
suburbs have been more sup-
portive of the new highways? 
Why? (Leaders from the suburbs 
would have been more supportive 
because the new highways benefited 
their constituents.)

Independent Practice
Instruct students to complete the 
worksheet Outline Map: Interstate 
Highways. Teaching Resources, p. 17

Monitor Progress
As students complete their work-
sheets, circulate to make sure that 
they are completing the map properly.

Answers

 

The new highways made it easier for 
people to live in the suburbs but still use 
cars to commute to jobs in the cities.

Thinking Critically
1. Possible response: As the population 

increased, city-life services became 
available in the suburbs. Also, people 
depended more on their cars.

2. Possible response: No, because suburbs 
have more open space in which to enjoy 
outdoor activities.

L4
 

Advanced Readers L4
 

Gifted and Talented Students

Migration to the Sunbelt was a feature of the postwar 
years in the United States. Have students research the 
migration routes—who went south and west, what 
their main destinations were, and why they went. 
Have each student choose a migration route and desti-
nation and think of himself or herself as a person who 

moved to the Sunbelt along that route in the 1950s. 
Instruct students to write a letter home to a friend 
explaining and describing where and how they trav-
eled, where they intend to live, and what they hope 
their life will be like in their new home. Invite volun-
teers to read their letters to the class.

L3

� Families tended to 
spend more time 
together. Backyard 
cookouts were popular 
pastimes. Usually, 
hamburgers or frankfurt-
ers were prepared on 
outdoor grills.

Suburban dwellers began to spend more time taking � 
care of their lawns and gardens. As a result, lawn 
mowers became increasingly popular. The young man 
here is using his new lawn mower.

Besides easing commutes from suburbs to cities, the new highways boosted
the travel and vacation industries. Families traveled to national and state parks,
to the beach, and to new destinations, such as Las Vegas. With more money and
more children, American families avidly sought entertainment and leisure
activity. Walt Disney met this demand by building an extraordinary amuse-
ment park in Southern California. Disneyland exhibits excited the imagination
with spectacular visions of the future, including make-believe rides in space
and a special exhibit based on the movie 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

 

How did the Interstate Highway System spur the growth 
of the suburbs?

Migrating to the Sunbelt
In 1958, the Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Giants, two well-known

baseball teams, moved from New York City to Los Angeles and San Francisco,
respectively. Their move reflected another crucial trend of the postwar era, the
growth of the Sunbelt, the name given to the southern and western states. By
the mid-1960s, California passed New York as the state with the largest popu-
lation. The migration to Sunbelt cities, such as Houston, Texas, and Los Ange-
les, California, continued for the rest of the twentieth century.

Seeking the Benefits of the Sunbelt Many factors played a role in attract-
ing so many people to the Sunbelt. California, which added more than 5 million
new residents in the 1940s and 1950s, had both an appealing climate and a
large number of jobs in defense industries. The explosive growth of the aero-
space and electronics industries also attracted newcomers to the Sunbelt. The
booming petrochemical industry boosted Houston’s population. The develop-
ment of air conditioning made it easier to live in hotter climates, too.

 

Reading Skill: Identify Causes 
and Effects  As you read, identify 
the effects of the population shift to 
the Sunbelt.

Thinking Critically
1. Recognize Cause and Effect  How did the growth of the 

suburbs affect Americans?

2. Draw Conclusions  One author described suburban living as 
“a life of dreariness.” Do you agree? Explain.

For: More about suburban life in the 1950s
Web Code: nep-1310

Causes

Moving to the Sunbelt

• 

•

• Jobs

•

Effects
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Migrating to the 
Sunbelt

Instruct
� Introduce: Key Term Ask stu-

dents to locate the key term Sun-
belt (in bold) in the text and define 
it. Discuss why the southern and 
western states would have been 
given the name “Sunbelt.”

� Teach Ask Why did many people 
migrate to the Sunbelt during 
the postwar years? (There were 
many jobs available and the climate 
also appealed to many people.) 
Where in the Sunbelt did vari-
ous groups of Latino immigrants 
live? (Many Cubans went to Miami, 
and most Mexicans and Mexican 
Americans lived in cities such as Los 
Angeles, El Paso, and Phoenix.) How 
did migration to the Sunbelt 
affect the balance of political 
power in the United States? 
(Urban areas of the Northeast and 
Midwest suffered losses of political 
power, and areas in the Sunbelt 
gained political power.)

Independent Practice
� Have students access Web Code 

nep-1303 to use the Geography 
Interactive map and then answer 
the map skills questions in the text.

�  
 

Have students complete 
the graphic organizer identifying 
the causes of the migration to the 
Sunbelt and the effects of the 
population shift. Reading and Note 
Taking Study Guide

Monitor Progress
As students complete their graphic 
organizers, circulate to make sure that 
they understand the causes and the 
effects of the population shift. For a 
completed version of the graphic orga-
nizer, see Note Taking Transparencies, 
B-124b.

Answers

Map Skills

1. Review locations with students.
2. Possible response: Nevada, California, 

Arizona
3. Sample answer: Population probably 

decreased because people were moving to 
the suburbs and to Sunbelt states.

Sunbelt Migration Warm weather attracted large 
numbers of people to the Sunbelt states. Still, there is 
a good chance that the population of this area would 
not have grown as large or as quickly as it did with-
out help from the federal government and one impor-
tant invention.

The growth of cities and farms in the West is depen-
dent on the availability of water. A system of dams, 
aqueducts, water tunnels, and other infrastructure 
brings water to this region, much of which is desert. 
Many of these projects were built with federal funds. 
For example, federal and state money paid for a 

system to bring water to the Central Valley and Los 
Angeles. The federally funded Hoover Dam provides 
electricity and a reliable water supply to Las 
Vegas—a city located in a dry region that is among 
the fastest-growing areas in the nation.

Also contributing to Sunbelt growth, the window 
air conditioner became largely affordable in the 
1950s. As a result, life in the deserts of the South-
west or the summer heat of Florida became possible 
for people who otherwise would not have consid-
ered Sunbelt homes.

L3
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Migration Patterns, 1950–2010 For: Interactive map
Web Code: nep-1303

Map Skills After World War II, several significant 
population shifts occurred. Many Americans migrated south 
and west to the Sunbelt states. Suburban communities 
grew as large numbers of white Americans left urban areas.
1. Locate  (a) San Diego, (b) Phoenix, (c) Houston, 

(d) Memphis

2. Region  Name three Sunbelt states in which 
population growth occurred.

3. Draw Conclusions  Based on your knowledge of 
postwar migration and the information in the map, why do 
you think population decreased in the city of St. Louis?
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The American Economy 
Changes Focus

Instruct
� Introduce: Key Term Have stu-

dents find the key term service sec-
tor (in bold) in the text and define it. 
Tell students that, for the first time, 
more people found jobs in the ser-
vice sector than in manufacturing. 
Have students list some service sec-
tor businesses. Discuss why these 
businesses grew in the 1950s.

� Teach Direct students to look at the 
image on the bottom of this page. 
Ask Do you think these people 
work in the service sector or in 
manufacturing? Why? (The service 
sector; they are in an office, which 
probably provides a service such as 
insurance or accounting, rather than 
in a factory, which manufactures 
goods.) How did the introduction 
of computers increase produc-
tivity? (Computers could quickly do 
the work once done by people.) How 
did new technology affect farm-
ers? (It allowed them to grow more 
food per acre but also resulted in 
fewer family farms.) Why would 
the new AFL-CIO have had more 
power than the two unions did 
separately? (Sample response: With 
more members, the union would have 
had more power because of its ability 
to call strikes that could disrupt 
more industries.)

� Quick Activity Have each stu-
dent write a question about the U.S. 
economy on one side of a note card 
and the answer on the other. Have 
students exchange note cards with a 
partner and write the answer. Stu-
dents should check their answers.

Independent Practice
Have students write paragraphs 
explaining why the United States 
emerged as a world economic power 
following World War II.

Monitor Progress
As students write their responses, cir-
culate to make sure that they under-
stand the factors that led to U.S. 
economic dominance after the war.

Answer

 

Appealing climate, new highways, and 
jobs in industries such as electronics 
and petrochemicals. Air conditioning 
also made it easier for people to live in 
the Sunbelt.

L4
 

Advanced Readers L4
 

Gifted and Talented Students

The first computer, ENIAC, was originally developed 
in the 1940s. Have interested students research the 
development of this early computer. Who developed 
it? Why was it developed? How was it first used? 
Have students look for interesting photographs and 

information on the earliest computers as well as 
comparisons with the computers of today. Then, have 
students use the information they find to make a 
design for a Web page devoted to the subject.

L3

White-Collar Jobs
The number of white-collar workers, 
such as the office workers shown 
here, greatly increased in the 1950s.

Latinos contributed to the growth of the Sunbelt. In the late 1950s and early
1960s, many Cubans, who were escaping the new regime of Fidel Castro, made
Miami, Florida, their new home. Prior to World War II, most Mexican Ameri-
cans lived in rural areas. However, by the 1960s, the majority of them migrated
to urban areas, such as Los Angeles, El Paso, and Phoenix.

Impact of Migration The shift to the suburbs and the Sunbelt had a momen-
tous impact on American society. As people moved, their political power went
with them. Thus, suburbs and the Sunbelt gained representation. Urbanites in
the Northeast and Midwest lost political power. California’s representation in
the House of Representatives, for example, more than doubled between 1948
and 1998.

Urban and suburban growth created environmental concerns, ranging from
traffic jams and smog to water shortages. In the 1960s and 1970s, environmen-
tal groups would begin to grapple with some of the byproducts of this growth.

 

What motivated so many Americans to migrate to the 
Sunbelt?

The American Economy Changes Focus
These important postwar population shifts were matched by equally ground-

breaking structural changes in the American economy. For the first time in
American history, more people found employment in the service sector, busi-
nesses that provide services, such as healthcare, law, retail, banking, or insur-
ance, than in the manufacturing sector. These shifts led some to describe the
United States as a postindustrial society.

The Service Sector Grows Between 1947 and 1957, the percentage of the
American workforce employed in industrial or blue-collar jobs declined
4 percent. During the same time period, employment in the service sector, or
white-collar jobs, rapidly grew. The new workforce included many who worked
in information industries, including those who built or operated the first
computers. These computers were enormous. One of the first, named ENIAC,
short for Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer, took up roughly
18,000 square feet, or the size of three basketball courts! Despite its size, it was
less powerful than today’s desktop computer.

Still, ENIAC was a remarkable advance. By the
1960s, the government and private industry had
found many uses for the computer. Hotels used com-
puters to help make reservations, and banks used
them to keep track of accounts. Industries started
using computers to automate work or perform jobs
once done by people.

Meanwhile, the number of women in the labor force
continued to grow, doubling between 1940 and 1960.
Many of these women worked part time. Few pursued
long-term careers and most remained underpaid. Yet,
without their paychecks, their families would have
found it difficult to remain in the middle class.

While the service sector grew rapidly, both the
number and percentage of Americans who made a
living by farming continued to decline. In 1935, one
fourth of the nation’s families lived on farms. By
1960, less than one in ten families did. At the same
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L3

Educational 
Opportunities Expand

Instruct
� Introduce Note that the number of 

people graduating from high school 
and college soared in the postwar 
years. Have students discuss why 
many people believed that this was 
important for continued improve-
ment of the U.S. economy.

� Teach Ask Why was the National 
Defense Education Act passed? 
(Its goal was to produce more scien-
tists and science teachers.) Why was 
this an important national goal? 
(The U.S. government felt threatened 
by Soviet advances in space and did 
not want to fall behind.) Why did 
the U.S. government try to make 
education more accessible in the 
postwar years? (Sample answer: 
Higher education increased produc-
tivity. It also allowed workers to 
increase their standard of living, 
which helped the economy.)

� Analyzing the Visuals Have stu-
dents look at the image on the next 
page. Ask What do you notice 
about this classroom? (Sample 
response: Classes were full, desks are 
in rows and look different from desks 
used today.) Why did the U.S. gov-
ernment greatly increase educa-
tion funds to states during this 
decade? (to meet the demands of 
growing classrooms and to stay in 
the space race with the Soviet Union)

Independent Practice
The postwar period was a time of 
growth for organized labor. Ask stu-
dents to form small groups and create 
a brochure either encouraging people 
to join a union or discouraging people 
from joining.

Monitor Progress
As students complete their brochures, 
circulate to make sure that they under-
stand the benefits and issues sur-
rounding unions in the 1950s.

Answer

 

More people began to find jobs in the 
service sector of the economy rather 
than in manufacturing or farming. Infor-
mation industries grew, as did fran-
chises. Many companies also became 
multinational, doing business through-
out the world instead of only in the 
United States.

L1
 

Special Needs Students L2
 

English Language Learners L2
 

Less Proficient Readers

Have students choose one person, event, or trend 
featured in this section. Then have them create an 
illustration of that person, event, or trend. Students 
should then write a caption under the illustration to 
clearly explain it. Illustrations can be anything from 
descriptive drawings to political cartoons.

Encourage students to use creativity as well as 
humor. Ask English-speaking students to help stu-
dents learning English with composing simple cap-
tions for their illustrations.

time, improvements in technology, ranging from mechanical cotton pickers to
chemical pesticides, made agriculture much more productive. This allowed
fewer workers to grow even more food. New irrigation systems helped trans-
form much of the land in the Southwest from arid to fertile fields.

Entrepreneurs Start Businesses At home, the postwar era saw the rise of
franchise businesses. A franchise business allows a company to distribute its
products or services through retail outlets owned by independent operators.
Franchises were attractive to consumers because they stressed quality and same-
ness, no matter where one was in the United States. The Holiday Inn franchise
came into existence following a trip that home builder Kemmons Wilson took to
Washington, D.C., with his family of five children. Frustrated, Wilson found
hotels difficult to locate, overpriced, and lacking adequate parking facilities. As
he traveled, according to author David Halberstam, “Wilson became more irri-
tated until he turned to his wife and announced that he was going into the hotel
business. Everyone in this country, he thought, had a car and a family, and sooner
or later everyone had to go somewhere.” Today, there are tens of thousands of
Holiday Inn hotels all over the world.

Many postwar critics lamented the growth of franchise businesses. For them,
the franchises represented a growing lack of originality, evidence that the United
States was becoming a “bland” nation in which people ate bland food, lived in
bland look-a-like houses, and watched bland television shows that followed the
same plot line.

American Corporations Go Multinational As the postwar economy
expanded, so did multinational corporations, companies that produced and
sold their goods and services all over the world and established branches abroad.
General Motors, General Electric, and IBM, produced a larger and larger share
of all of the goods sold. Many of these corporations earned large portions of their

profits abroad. Coca Cola, for instance, sold its soft drinks all over the
globe. Hollywood movies found eager audiences in Tokyo, Mexico City,
and Germany.

Unions Consolidate Their Gains The prosperity of the 1950s was
reflected in generally good times for the labor movement. In 1955, the
AFL and the CIO, which had split in the mid-1930s, united to form the
AFL-CIO. The new organization enjoyed a good deal of political clout,

especially within the Democratic Party. Yet, trade unions also
lost some momentum during the late 1940s and early 1950s.
Most of the new white-collar workers did not join unions, and
labor’s image was tarnished by a corruption scandal involving
the Teamsters Union. Government investigators accused the
Teamsters, who represented truck drivers, of illegally using
their members’ funds.

 

In what ways did American businesses 
change during the postwar period?

Educational Opportunities Expand
As the economy grew, so too did opportunities for Americans to attain higher

education. A more educated workforce boosted economic productivity. In 1940, only
about 15 percent of college-age Americans attended college. By the early 1960s,
however, close to 40 percent did. The percentage of Americans who completed
high school also rose sharply. “The astonishing growth of education in the late

Vocabulary Builder
frustrate–(FRUHS trayt) v. to 
annoy; disappoint

Labor Leader
George Meany served as the first 
president of the AFL-CIO.
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Answer

 

More Americans finished high school 
and attended college. The federal gov-
ernment increased its funding for educa-
tion. Education also became more 
accessible to ordinary citizens when 
states built new universities or 
expanded old public universities.

Assess and Reteach
 

Assess Progress
� Have students complete the Section 

Assessment.

� Administer the Section Quiz. 
Teaching Resources, p. 21

� To further assess student under-
standing, use Progress Monitoring 
Transparencies, 120.

Reteach
If students need more instruction, 
have them read the section summary.

Reading and Note Taking 
Study Guide

Adapted Reading and 
Note Taking Study Guide

Spanish Reading and 
Note Taking Study Guide

Extend
Have students review the headings 
and visuals in the section. Instruct 
them to write critical thinking ques-
tions such as “How did the growth of 
suburbs change urban areas?” and 
share their questions with the class.

Section 2 Assessment
 

1. Responses should show students’ under-
standing of the way in which each term 
is connected to postwar social and eco-
nomic changes in the United States.

2. Factors include the growth of the sub-
urbs and the car culture, migration to 
the Sunbelt, the growth of new service 
industries rather than manufacturing, 
the decline in the number of farm work-
ers, increased business and agricultural 
productivity because of new technologies, 
and the expansion of educational 
opportunities.

3. Responses should show students’ ability 
to evaluate Internet and library sources.

4. Possible response: Some benefits were 
increased suburban growth and 
increased travel and vacation industries. 
Some disadvantages were city busi-
nesses’ loss of customers and increased 
traffic jams and smog.

5. Sample response: It would not have been 
easy unless people acquired training for 
the new jobs in the service sector.

6. These regions probably did not grow 
because they had cooler climates and 
people wanted to live in the Sunbelt. 
Also, the manufacturing jobs there were 
declining, so people were moving to 
places where they could get jobs in the 
growing service sector.

For additional assessment, have students access 
Progress Monitoring Online at Web 
Code nea-1303.

L3

L3

L2L1

L2

L4

22SECTION

Assessment

1940s (and thereafter),” wrote historian
James Patterson, “seemed yet another sign
that the American Dream was well and alive.”

Government Provides Funding for
Education Large sums of money were
needed to meet the education needs of the
baby-boom generation. In the 1950s and
early 1960s, California opened a new school
about once a week. Most of the funding for
education came from local and state govern-
ments, but after the Soviet Union launched
Sputnik 1 in 1957, many Americans called
for more federal funds for education.

In a mood of crisis, Congress quickly
approved the National Defense Education
Act. Its $1 billion program was aimed at
producing more scientists and science teachers. The act authorized money for
loans to high school and college graduates to continue their scientific education.

Education Is “Democratized” The postwar era saw the stirrings of a move-
ment to make education more accessible. Many states poured funds into their
public universities, making it easier for ordinary Americans to attend college.
California, for example, established a California Master Plan, which called for
three tiers of higher education: research universities, state colleges, and com-
munity colleges. All of them were to be accessible to all of the state’s citizens.
Other states also built or expanded their college systems. On another front, in
1954, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka that
segregated schools were unconstitutional. However, it would be years before
many schools were actually integrated.

 

How did American education change in the years following 
World War II?

Progress Monitoring Online
For: Self-test with vocabulary practice
Web Code: nea-1303

Comprehension
1. Terms and People What is the 

relationship between each of the 
following terms and the social and 
economic changes that took place in 
the postwar period?
• Interstate Highway Act
• Sunbelt
• service sector
• information industries
• franchise business

 

2. Reading Skill: 
Identify Main Ideas Use your chart 
to answer the Section Focus Question: 
What social and economic factors 
changed American life during the 1950s?

Writing About History
3. Quick Write: Evaluate Sources  

Choose a topic from this section for fur-
ther research. Use the Internet or the 
library to find one source that provides 
information about your selected topic. 
Determine the reliability of the source. 
Consider the following:
• Is it a primary or secondary source?
• Is the information supported by the 

evidence?
• Is the information mostly facts or 

mostly opinions?
• If you are using the Internet, is the 

information from a Web site that is 
known for being reliable?

Critical Thinking
4. Draw Conclusions What were the 

benefits of the Interstate Highway Act? 
What were the disadvantages?

5. Demonstrate Reasoned 
Judgment Do you think it was easy 
for people in declining manufacturing 
industries to switch into the service 
sector? Explain your answer.

6. Synthesize Information How did 
the Sunbelt states benefit from the 
growth of the automobile and air 
conditioning industries?

Growing Classrooms
Class sizes increased as baby-boom 
children reached school age. The 
number of high school and college 
graduates soared.
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